11. Board Member Comments
a) Jim Jones: -Tracee asked earlier about COVID-19 numbers and how many are filling hospital
beds. The information can be found online, if you type COVID-19 Hospitalization Tracking Project,
in the search engine. It takes you to the University of Minnesota web site. You can search by
county. It shows total number of beds occupied by COVID-19. Currently in Solano County, (ICU &
all other beds), there is 14.8% available ICU capacity and 34.2% of ICU beds are COVID-19 cases.
b) Katrina: - In the Mental Health division they have a peer support specialist that comes out to
guide the patient through some things, while they are waiting. Is that offered at the clinics, so the
patient cab be asked, for example when a patient is asked if they want a flu shot or a
mammogram? Dr. Leary mentioned there has been a long time wish that there should be a way
for patients to directly import their screening testing, into their electronic medical record system.
This would simplify being able to track all the information as opposed to a person doing the
screening. Due to short staffing at the clinics, there isn't anyone available to do screenings for
those waiting. It would require additional funding to incorporate that. This is discussed often.
c) Ruth and Miriam: - Thank you to the Board Members and congratulations to all those nominated.
d) Ruth: - She mentioned talk of another stimulus package, and it included households, and she
hoped it will come out soon to help relieve some of the pressure from government and locals.
e) Tracee: - Tracee asked about the EHR. Money was invested to pursue training and utilize the EHR
to its fullest. Any updates? Dr. Leary mentioned that in general, some pieces have been turned off,
to recoup funds or they are using everything that is currently available and looking at trying to
camp on low cost options for some of the newer initiatives, like tele video.
f) Ruth: - She mentioned contracts, which was discussed a couple meetings ago and that maybe it's
time to review those contracts. At some point these could be reviewed by the Board. Dr. Leary
mentioned there was money set aside for training, and to have NextGen observe the clinic's
process, but due to COVID-19 and the budgetary cutbacks, this didn't occur. It was stated that we
need to know all that the NextGen has to offer, but it requires training, so it's circular.
g) Tracee: -It was requested that the Board be given updated budget information. For example,
what has been discontinued, or what monies have been moved, due to the deficit. It was
recognized by the chair that there seems to be a disconnect with the budget information, but
there are monthly FHS Finance Committee Meetings that the members can attend. These types of
questions can be brought up at the Finance Committee Meetings. Jack mentioned the FHS
Finance Committee, scheduled the 4th Wednesday of each month and told the Board Members
they have always been invited to ask questions.
i. Debbie offered that the Fiscal Team in HSS could provide a budget education or training
to the Board Members, so the Board has an understanding how the budget comes
together. The Board can notify Debbie, when and how to share the information. It can be
presented in smaller segments at the Board Meeting. She stated we are going into the
budget season.
ii. Ruth suggested to possibly have a Board Summit to discuss the Bylaws or the Budget. It
would be helpful.
iii. Jim mentioned that according to the Bylaws, the Board is supposed to review and
approve financial priorities and recommend approval of the budget. It was clarified that
the Board should have an understanding, kept informed and they can make
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